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J.D. POWER VP SEES ‘CHALLENGING’ YEAR AHEAD
  Wholesale used-vehicle price depreciation has made a 
comeback, and prices are on track to keep softening this 
year. “We think 2023 will be interesting,” said Jonathan 
Banks, VP used-vehicle valuations at J.D. Power. Banks 
presented his used-vehicle outlook for the year yesterday at 
the J.D. Power Auto Summit in Dallas.
  “Obviously, a lot of different nuances will impact prices,” he 
said. “Ultimately, we think it’s going to be another great year 
— just a challenging year.”
  Wholesale prices are coming down from record highs 
logged in 2021 and early 2022. They aren’t plummeting so 
much as they are getting closer to “where they should be,” 
Banks said. Average wholesale prices — which ended 2021 
at about $26,600 and 2022 at about $24,700 — will decline 
another 11% by the end of the year, Banks estimated.
  He doesn’t believe accelerated depreciation is indicative 
prices are going to fall off a cliff. “There’s no way, from our 
estimates, that we’re looking at a used market that’s going 
to be not profitable and not a great area to be,” Banks said.
  Wholesale declines still contrast used-vehicle retail prices. 
Though those remain elevated, retail gross margins were 
down to $1,409 at the end of 2022 — nearly to pre-pandemic 
levels, Banks said.
•  Multiple factors — including higher 
new-vehicle incentives, higher new-
vehicle supply, higher interest rates, 
weaker economic conditions and 
reduced used-vehicle supply — stand to push used-vehicle 
prices lower in 2023, Banks said.
  Wholesale supply of 0- to 5-year-old used vehicles will 
tighten, Banks said. He estimated that specific volume will 
be about 14.1 million in 2023. It could ultimately fall to 13.5 
million in 2024 and 12.7 million in 2025, he said.
  And 3-year-old vehicle supply will decrease more than the 
overall supply market, he said. “That wonderful 3-year-old 
[vehicle] that’s been taken care of meticulously by the lease 
buyer is declining more than the overall pool,” Banks said.
  Banks noted he’s slightly concerned about that slimmer 
supply of used vehicles. Still, there’s a caveat he’s 
considering: Conditions in the last few years taught dealers 
to become better at acquiring inventory. 
Dealers have and will continue to find 
inventory options other than wholesale 
auctions in 2023, Banks said.
•  The other key item to keep in mind, 
Banks said, is affordability, which has 
become a larger point of discussion amid 
still-high retail prices and interest rates.
  Some automakers have shifted to 
making more expensive vehicles. When 
those return to market in 2023-24 as 
used autos, they will be going up against 
a consumer profile that has evolved from 
2021 due to inflation, Banks said.

USED-VEHICLE MARKET TO CONTINUE TO SOFTEN IN ’23
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Kroger has bolstered its delivery network in South Florida 
with the opening of an Ocado-automated “spoke” facility 
in Opa-Locka, Fla. The 60,000-square-foot facility serves 
as a last-mile, cross-dock location to extend the reach of a 
375,000-square-foot, Ocado-powered customer fulfillment 
center (CFC) in Groveland, Fla., that began operations 
in June 2021. The Opa-Locka site, employing 90 new 
associates, will help fill and deliver online grocery orders 
for communities between Port St. Lucie in the north to 
Homestead in the south, including the east and west sides of 
Interstate 95, the Cincinnati-based grocer noted… Gap Inc. 
has entered into a partnership with a subsidiary of UPS to 
open its fulfillment centers to small-to-mid-sized businesses 
(SMBs). The specialty apparel giant is partnering with 
Ware2Go, an on-demand fulfillment platform that enables 
one-to-two-day shipping across the U.S., to provide supply 
chain capabilities to SMBs... Subway CEO John Chidsey 
is excited about adding meat slicers to the sandwich chain’s 
stores. “We were one of the few, if only, sub shop that didn’t 
slice in-restaurant. Not only does it give the guest a better 
perception of seeing the nice, fluffy meat, but we save a lot 
of money since we were paying a lot of money to have it 

sliced upstream,” he said... Trucking 
companies expect freight volumes to 
pick up in the second half of the year 
as customers use the first six months 
to work through excess inventory. “The 

general consensus, almost unanimous, from customers that 
have given us feedback about their inventories has been that 
by the time they get through the spring, things are caught 
up,” said David Jackson, president and CEO of Knight-
Swift Transportation Holdings... Fanatics is starting a 
livestreaming commerce service for collectibles as it looks 
to expand its memorabilia empire. CEO Michael Rubin has 
moved into several new sectors as Fanatics reaches beyond 
its original focus on licensed sports apparel. It shook up the 
trading-card industry when it acquired the rights to several 
sports leagues and bought card manufacturer Topps in a

(Continued on Page 3)
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FOOD SHOPPERS AFTER AFFORDABILITY IN 2023
  Regardless of past wellness trends in food shopping, today’s 
consumers are more focused than ever on affordability and 
convenience, according to the annual What’s Trending 
in Nutrition survey from Pollock Communications and 
Today’s Dietitian.
  Nearly 800 registered dietitian nutritionists took a look 
at what consumers will value in 2023, as well as their top 
concerns while grocery shopping.
  The RDNs that responded to the survey agreed that while 
the pandemic brought a focus on wellness and food as 
medicine, consumers this year will put a 
greater priority on prices as they navigate 
the cost-of-living crisis. The survey found 
that the top purchase drivers for food and 
beverages in 2023 will be, respectively, 
affordability and value; accessibility and 
convenience; and immunity support.
  Snacking is expected to remain an 
important trend for consumers, with 
boredom, comfort and working from home 
being the top drivers.

NETWORK NEWS
  CBS has renewed So Help Me Todd, meaning a second 
season for the Marcia Gay Harden legal drama. Harden 
plays by-the-books attorney Margaret and Skylar Astin 
portrays her slacker son, Todd. Airing in the Thursday 9 PM 
slot, the show has averaged 6.3 million viewers, CBS said, 
and 7.4 million with live-plus-35-day multiplatform viewing. 
Madeline Wise, Tristen J. Winger, Inga Schlingmann and 
Rosa Arredondo are also in the cast.... The CW has set up 
its broadcast schedule for the first season of LIV Golf. The 
action starts Feb. 24-26 at Mayakoba’s El Camaleón Golf 
Course in Mexico and progresses to The Gallery Golf Club 
in Tucson, Ariz., March 17-19. Orange County National in 
Orlando, Fla., hosts a tournament March 31-April 2, then 
The Grange Golf Club in Australia April 21-23. Broadcasts 
start at 1 PM (ET). Friday rounds are on The CW app and 
Saturday-Sunday action is on The CW and the app.

BDO: RETAILERS CUT INVENTORY, ADD MORE DEBT
  Retail CFOs are feeling cautiously optimistic despite 
inflation and ongoing supply chain issues. That’s according 
to the 2023 BDO Retail CFO Outlook Survey, which polled 
100 retail CFOs with revenues ranging from $250 million to 
over $3 billion.
  The survey found that to prepare for a potential recession, 
49% of retailers are focused on reducing excess inventory — 
a key issue hurting bottom lines in 2022. They’re also leaning 
into technology and select digital investments to address 
ongoing issues and prepare for the uncertainty ahead.
  Other top strategies include adjusting the cost structure of 
SKUs to create liquidity ahead of a potential recession (47%) 
and increasing promotional sales and discounts (43%).
  The survey also found that retailers are taking on more debt 
— despite steep interest rates and the impact it may have on 
profitability. Forty-eight percent expect their debt will increase 
this year vs. 39% that said the same last year.
  Retail CFOs should be laser-focused on building resiliency 
this year amid a hard-to-predict economic environment, 
advised BDO.
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Grandma has declared she 
is “93 and over it,” and no 

one has the heart to tell 
her she’s actually 102.

AVAILS
  NPG of Idaho is looking for a highly motivated Director of 
Sales to oversee sales revenue for its television and digital 
assets. The DOS is responsible for 
maximizing revenue; strategic training 
and development of local and national 
sales; developing and leveraging client 
relationships; effective pricing and 
spot inventory management; and non-traditional revenue 
programs. We are in one of the most beautiful, livable and 
fastest growing communities in the West! Get details or apply 

now: CLICK HERE. No calls. EOE.
  This opportunity doesn’t come along 
very often. Gray Television’s WLBT, 
Jackson, Miss., is looking for a General 
Sales Manager to lead their team of 
highly experienced account executives. 
The successful candidate will guide 
our team in creating solution-oriented 
campaigns that deliver results. The 
top candidate will provide dynamic 
leadership and foster a winning culture 
to achieve budgets and grow revenue for 

local, regional, national and digital sales. Bachelor’s degree 
or equivalent experience/minimum of five years in sales or 
sales management preferred. APPLY HERE. EOE.
  WPLG-TV, ABC affiliate, a Berkshire Hathaway company 
in Miami-Fort Lauderdale, is searching for an experienced 
Account Executive who’s able to set them 
self apart in a competitive marketplace. 
Must have strong experience in selling 
broadcast, digital and multiplatform media. 
AEs will handle client, agency and direct 
accounts. Key tasks include strong New 
Business developmental skills; contacting 
and presenting to clients and agencies; developing 
marketing campaigns that encompass broadcast and digital 
platforms; negotiating contracts; building creative solutions; 
and executing transactions. Resume to: Belinda Tuckerman, 
LSM, btuckerman@wplg.com. No calls, please.

See your ad here Monday! CLICK HERE for details.

THIS AND THAT
  Netflix has told media agencies it now has 600,000 “monthly 
active users” for its three-month old advertising option — 
three times the level it launched with in November, according 
to executives contacted by Television News Daily. This 
follows a report from The Information that Netflix doubled 
the number of “subscribers” for its ad option. Netflix launched 
its ad option, Basic With Ads, in November for $6.99 per 
month... Job creation in the private sector plunged in January 
as weather-related issues sent workers to the sidelines, 
payroll processing firm ADP reported. Companies added just 
106,000 new workers for the month, down from an upwardly 
revised 253,000 the month before. Economists surveyed 
by Dow Jones had been looking for a gain of 190,000. 
Most of the growth came in the hospitality industry, as bars, 
restaurants, hotels and the like added 95,000 positions. 
Other growth industries included financial activities (30,000), 
manufacturing (23,000), and education and health services 
(12,000).
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APPLE EMBRACES SPORTS STREAMING WITH MLS
  After taking its first dip into sports streaming last year, Apple 
is now immersing itself. The tech giant has kicked off a 10-
year partnership with Major League Soccer with the launch 
of Season Pass on Apple TV+.
  “This is very important for us. It is one of the key things we 
are doing this year and for the next 10 years. We’re now part 
of a family together,” Apple CEO Tim Cook said during a 
presentation for MLS players, owners and media last month.
  The Apple launch comes after a transformative year for 
sports and streaming services. The NFL further embraced 

streaming last year as Prime Video 
carried Thursday Night Football and 
Major League Baseball partnered with 
Apple TV and Peacock to stream games. 
The NFL also reached an agreement 
with Google’s YouTube TV to carry the 
Sunday Ticket package beginning next 
season.
  Tech companies and broadcast outlets 
likewise see the value of live sports 
programming. According to a recent 
report by Parks Associates, revenue 

from sports streaming subscription packages is expected to 
increase 73% to $22.6 billion in 2027 after generating $13.1 
billion last year.

ADVERTISER NEWS
(Continued from Page 1)
$500 million deal. It has also formed a sports-betting 
operation... Saks Fifth Avenue’s decision to spin off Saks.
com into a separate e-commerce player has paid off, and the 
platform has gained 2.7 million online customers since the 
pandemic started, a 60% jump, CEO Marc Metrick said... 
Starting next week, Kentucky Fried Chicken Wraps will be 
available nationwide for a limited time in two varieties: The 
Classic Chicken Wrap, featuring a warm flour tortilla filled 
with a hand-breaded extra-crispy tender, pickles and mayo; 
and the Spicy Slaw Chicken Wrap, the same extra-crisp 
tender covered in KFC coleslaw, spicy sauce and pickles. 
KFC Wraps are an updated version of KFC Twister Wraps, 
a previous menu item.
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Civic Science survey

When asked which type of 
advertising medium they 
pay the most attention to, 
social media (29%) comes 

first for Gen Z adults, 
followed by TV (17%).

WHICH TYPES OF ADS RESONATE WITH GEN Z?
  A survey by Civic Science explores what it takes for 
marketers and advertisers to reach Gen Z 
audiences.
  Social media is a main avenue for 
advertising — 88% of Gen Z adults 
reported using social media daily in 2022. 
But where do other types of media stand 
with this generation, such as TV?
  Among the insights from Gen Z adults (aged 18-24):
•  When asked which type of advertising medium 
they pay the most attention to, social 
media comes first for 29% of Gen Z 
adults, nearly twice that of the general 
population’s average. Other online 
advertising comes in at 15% and TV 
advertising at 17%, showing that TV is 
still a relevant source for reaching Gen 
Z, although much less so than for older 
adults.
•  TV commercials clearly have a much 
stronger sway on the broader population. 
However, Gen Z rates TV ads (including 
streaming service ads) to be nearly as influential as video 
ads on social media, and much more influential than video 
ads seen while watching free ad-supported digital video 
sites such as YouTube.
•  Gen Z looks like the general population in terms of which 
approach to TV commercials resonates most: humor. Gen 
Z respondents are more likely than older adults to respond 
to commercials that are informative, use music they like, 
are visually compelling, and are emotionally appealing.

OMDIA: U.S. TO ADD 40M SVOD SUBS THIS YEAR
  Despite the economic uncertainty, cost of living crisis and 
saturation of video services in some countries, 2023 is on 
track to be a good year for subscription video on demand 
(SVOD) services, according to new data from Omdia.
  “Moving on from the impact of COVID, the introduction of 
ad tiers and an abundance of new content has meant that 
2023 will be an important year for growth in SVOD and its 
subscribers,” Maria Rua Aguete, senior director in Omdia’s 
Media and Entertainment practice, said in a statement.
  Rue Aguete said 2020 was a boom year for online video 
streaming, due to the pandemic and subsequent outdoor 
limitations. “In absolute terms, 2020 added more subscribers 
to the video on demand industry than at any other point in 
history and most likely, at any point to come,” she said.
  Omdia contends that all industries and economies tend to 
move between waves of growth and pools of stagnation, and 
SVOD is no exception. While 2020 was a year for the record 
book, 2023 will be a year of industry-wide cooling despite the 
myriad of services coming from big Hollywood players.
  The launch of ad tiers does mean that for many of these 
players 2023 would still be a year of growth and SVOD 
players will add new 143 million subscriptions — half of what 
was achieved in 2020, the record year.
•  Even in the U.S., where subscription video services have 
reached maturity, Omdia expects almost 40 million new 
SVOD subscriptions. “The biggest battle services will face is 
the continuing rise in prices, which may scare customers and 
could slow down growth,” Rue Aguete said.

WEDNESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY


